Analysis and synthesis for linear systems with parameters that vary according to a set-valued map are investigated. It is shown that the optimal controllers are continuous and homogeneous, but not additive. A computational method based on approximating the nonquadratic cost by a piece-wise quadratic function is developed. Such an approximation determines stability nonconservatively and preserves the homogeneity of the controller. Computational methods for both analysis and synthesis are provided.
Introduction
Recently, controlling linear systems with varying parameters has been an active area of research. Much of this work has focused on sub-optimal linear controllers
[I], [a], [4] , [ll] . However, [13] looked at nonlinear controllers for the case where the parameters can only take a finite number of values. This paper will examine the case where the system parameters can take values in an infinite set.
The general form of an LPV system is Here, the parameters vary according to some dynamical system, f : @ + @. In the typical LPV case, all that is known about the parameter dynamics is that f (4) E @ for all 4 E @ [2] , [4] . When @ is a convex polytope, this LPV model has the advantage that there are very computationally efficient methods for synthesizing controllers [9] . In general, when the designer knows more about how the parameters vary than simply that they are contained in some set, these approaches will tend to be conservative. In addition, these approaches also assume that if the stage cost is quadratic, then the infinite horizon cost is quadratic and the control is linear. In general, these assumptions are not true. This approach may be less conservative than the typical LPV model. However, this approach is computationally more difficult. Computational methods for analysis and synthesis for this model constitute an active area of research. This approach has shortcomings when the parameters vary drastically, for example, in the case where the controller needs to account for failures which lead to sudden changes in the system parameters. Furthermore, like t h e typical LPV approach, this refined LPV approach assumes that the cost is quadratic in the state and continuous in the parameters, and the control is linear. However, in [7] it was shown that. the optimal HO" controller may be discontinuous. [7] . With such complete knowledge of the parameters dynamics, the optimal LQ and a suboptimal H" controllers can be found and are known to be linear and continuous. Furthermore, in some situations, the jump linear model described above is actually a n approximation of the LDV system. In this case, since the LDV controllers are robust, it can be shown that the jump linear controllers are also robust as well [6] . If the parameter dynamics has certain properties, such as transitive orbits, a dense set of recurrent points, etc., then there are efficient methods for computing the optimal LDV controller. While the exact parameter dynamics may be known in some guidance and tracking problem, it is common that the exact parameter dynamics is not precisely known.
The ideal LPV approach is one which utilizes all of the a priori knowledge of t h e parameter dynamics. Such a system would encompass both the typical LPV a p proach at one extreme (almost no knowledge of the parameter dynamics) and the LDV systems at the other extreme (complete knowledge of the parameter dynamics). Such systems are linear set-valued dynamically varying (LSVDV) systems; a linear system with parameters dynamics modeled by a set-valued function,
i.e. f (4) C a. This paper will formally introduce LSVDV systems in Section 2. An explanation as to why the controller is nonlinear will be given in Section 3. The analysis and synthesis problems are discussed in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. 
Linear Set-Valued Dynamically Varying Systems
A detailed discussion of set-valued maps can be found in (31. It is also assumed that the parameter space @ is compact; hence, all of the above maps are uniformly continuous.
The typical LPV case is where f(4) = @ for every 4 E a. T h e w e where the parameters dynamics is typically known, but there may be failures which lead to abrupt changes, is given by 
is exponentially stable. An LSVDV system is linearly uwif o n n l y detectable if there exists a L : -+ Rnxp such that the LSVDV system a:
is uniformly exponentially stable.
Optimal Controllers for LSVDV Systems are Nonlinear and the Cost is not Quadratic
Define the terminal cost of the two-step problem as X (z,@, 2,2) := 2/11:. Then the one-step optimal cost for a n LSVDV system is The worst case two-step optimal cost is x (11:,@, 0 , 2 ) = x/c;c+a:
Hence the twestep optimal control problem is a minimax problem where the parameters over which maximization is carried out enters nonlinearly into the cost. Hence, even in this simple two-step problem, the minimizing control is nonlinear in general.
A simple example shows why the worst case cost is not quadratic. Define the LSVDV system with no inputs: Similarly, an optimal control can be found by finding a function X : R" x @ + W, such that
There are many potential difficulties with this approach. First, the function X needs to be determined for every z E B" and 4 E @. Second, the minimization may be nonconvex and, hence, very difficult t o solve. In the LSVDV problem, these difficulties are manageable. However, it must be stressed that this control problem remains difficult; this is essentially a nonlinear control problem.
Next the cost and control will be characterized. 
Proof:
The proof is similar to case where f is single valued which is proved in 151.
The continuity of X is important. It means that the cost, and, hence, the controller, does not need to b e found everywhere. Rather, a good approximation can be found by gridding the space @ x Wn and computing X on this grid. To simplify, an approximate problem will be formulated and its solution will be found. This approximation will converge to the actual solution. The idea is to approx- We refer t o such a n approximation as a piecewise quadratic approximation. This approximation is carried out by partitioning R" into cones {Ci} and finding a Qi ( 4 ) such that X (x,4) M x'Qi (4) z for x E Ci.
Theorem 2 T h e optimal control i s homogeneous
However, t o make the approximation a good one, Qi (4) must be chosen so that it is the least quadratic upper bound of X for all x E Ci. On the other hand, it is desirable that x'Qi (4). 5 x'Qj (4). for z E C j . Figure 2 shows a Q where Z'QZ M X (x) for z E C4, but x'Qx >> X (x) for some x $ ! C4. To see how these two requirements can be combined, assume that , C' is the cone centered around el := [ 1 0 -e -0 ] . In this case, C' := {ax : CY E P, z = el +cy : y1 = 0 and (yI = 1).
Note that the size of the cone is controlled by E . The matrix Q' ( 4 ) can be found by solving the following convex minimization problem: By making E small, this approximation can be made arbitrarily accurate. ing on Q;,', the continuity of X, the function to be approximated, and on E , the size of the cone. Recall that Theorem 1 states that X is continuous.
The analysis problem can be solved via dynamic programming. To this end, define X (x,q5, k , N ) to be the cost-to-go from step k t o step N . Hence,
It is assumed that the terminal cost is quadratic, e.g. 
Synthesis for LSVDV Systems
While the analysis problem may be computationally intensive, it k straight forward in the sense that it is a sequence of convex optimization problems. The synthesis problem, however, is not convex. This is the case even when determining the optimal linear controller Fi for the piecewise quadratic approximation problem above, that is, the optimal control for all x E Ci. In fact, computing the control for a specific x is nonconvex. However, the control for a specific 3: can be found by solving a combination of convex problems. Therefore, a synthesis approach is as follows: 1. Compute U (z), 4)'s for a linearly independent set { X ; : j = 1,. . , N 2 n } c Ci .
(This problem will be solved below.) 2. Based on t h e e u ( x ; ,~) , Figure 4 shows plots of J1 and JZ. The worst case cost is the maximum of these two graphs and is not convex. Clearly, the minimum cost is attained at U = 2.5. However, there is a local minimum at u = -1. An algorithm that will always find the global minimum is one that starts at the maximum of J2 and performs steepest descent in both directions. In higher dimensions the solution is similar. Except at intersections, the cost hyper-surface has the form ( U , (U -U')' (0'0 + B'QiB) (U -U * ) ) , where U* is the control given by the standard LQ Riccati equation. This surface has ridges along the lines where (i)
